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geno michellini gets world premiere of
new bonnie raitt single today!
"we are extremely fortunate to have htis opportunity"

andy goldfinger, grand poohbah, flying eye radio network

 

Malibu, California, February 03, 2012 - Get your boogie on today!! That’s right Flying Eye Radio Network has scooped every other radio station in the world.  Thanks
to his relationship with the “right” people, our bona fide radio legend Geno Michellini was given an advance copy of Bonnie Raitt’s unreleased new single, the Gerry
Rafferty hit, Right Down The Line.  This will be on Bonnie’s forthcoming album Slip Stream, not due out until April.  This is not even the final mix, but we got it.  It can be
heard today, and everyday thanks to our archives, on Geno Michellini’s Turntable Hits, on the Flying Eye Radio Network (http://www.flyingeyeradionetwork.com).

This is the show that is a tribute to what FM radio used to be.  All the deep cuts, things you haven’t heard in a millennium or maybe never at all, and he’s pickin it all
himself.  No consultants, no list, no limits.  Plus, you got your laughter therapy with the Flying Eye Funnies, and what better way to start your weekend festivities than
by Banging the Drum.  That’s right you read it correctly, Bang The Drum, just like the old days.
Flying Eye Radio Network is an Internet radio station which began broadcasting in 2007. Flying Eye broadcasts the entire spectrum of musical colors, every single type

of music is represented on the Flying Eye Radio Network. That includes jazz, rock, hip hop, R & B, country, rockabilly, and classical are just some
of the pieces that make up this musical puzzle. It's new music, live music, and vinyl music, literally any type of music can be heard at any time. The
lines of music are not blurred they are erased. Each DJ has the ability to pick whatever music they want, there is no list, and there is no one telling
anyone what to play or what not to play. Flying Eye also features numerous unsigned artists that are out there touring and playing, affectionately
refer red to as the unbands, and we make a concerted effort to ensure their music has a captive audience on a regular basis. 

We are proud to be the alternative to alternative. Each musical week begins on Monday with the FlyLow show hosted by Dusty Street, semi live
from the Rock n Roll Hall of Fame. Tuesday finDs Rock Rhythm & Roots hosted by Golden Mic Laureate Steve Cosio, it is the Music lover's radio
show. Thursday finds the Flying Eye Radio Network founder and Grand Poohbah, Andy Goldfinger and his Music Gumbo which offers the listener

a potpourri of musical comestibles that encompass the entire musical spectrum, mixing jazz, reggae, rock and roll, hip hop, R & B, boogie, Cajun, and country. Music
from original vinyl and live recordings will emanate every week. There is no better way to finish the week than with our own Radio Legend Geno Michellini and his
Turntable Hits. This is the show that pays tribute to what FM radio used to be. Plus you get you laughter therapy with the Flying Eye Funnies, and change your attitude
to begin the weekend proper like, by BANGING the DRUM. It is a global tradition. The beauty is it's a podcast and can be listened to any time, through the web, or
downloaded to your favorite Mp3 device or telephone.
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For more information on Flying Eye Radio Network contact Andy Goldfinger (818) 917-5183
E-mail: asg@flyingeye.com | Website: http://www.flyingeyeradionetwork.com
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